Speaker Excellence Awards – 2001 Fall Conference

Gold Medal Sessions

Al Barsa
• Tragedy and Disaster Recovery

Laura Knapp
• A Windows User Moves to Linux

Randall Munson
• Success through CREATIVITY!
• How to Deliver a GREAT Technical Presentation!
• The Serious Business of Humor!
• Turn Change into Dollars!
• What's All This Stuff About Objects in OS/400?

Robert Tipton
• Breaking Out of Your Comfort Zone

Silver Medal Sessions

Alison Butterill
• WebSphere Development Studio for iSeries

Michael Cain
• To DBA or Not to DBA?

Susan Gantner
• LAB: Advanced ILE – Activation Groups

Skip Marchesani
• DB2 UDB: Advanced SQL Functions

Randall Munson
• Magic of Work Management Exposed!
• Uh-oh, It's OO!
• Overcoming the Fear of Speaking

Jon Paris
• RPG IV: RPG at V5R1 – Bigger and Better than Ever!

Trevor Perry
• Standards: Just Lower Them
• Get a Life!

Jim Sloan
• Portrait of an Artist: Michelangelo

Adam Stallman
• LAB: Take New Journal Features for a Spin
Robert Tipton  
• Healing the Angel Within

Larry Youngren  
• DB2 UDB: What's New in Journaling?  
• LAB: Take New Journal Features for a Spin

Bronze Medal Sessions

Al Barsa  
• ABC's of OS/400 System Management)  
• Everything about System Values (But Were Afraid to Ask)

Kent Bruinsma  
• LAB: HTTP Server: Apache Webmaster

Michael Cain  
• DB2 UDB: Database Indices: Why, When, and How  
• iSeries Data Warehouse Methodology

Robin Clark  
• Domino Web Development Overview – Learn the Basics

Bob Cozzi  
• RPG IV the 'D' Spec

Wayne Evans  
• iSeries Auditing Tips & Techniques

Susan Gantner  
• ILE: Activation Group Scoping

Ron Harvey  
• RPG Jeopardy

Beth Hoffman  
• LAB: HTTP Server: Apache Webmaster

Wayne Madden  
• Making Time for Change

Skip Marchesani  
• Creating & Managing Database Objects Using SQL  
• DB2 UDB iSeries Introduction to SQL  
• DB2 UDB: Using Predictive Query Governor

Charlie Massoglia  
• RPG IV: Language Definition

Jim Oberholtzer  
• Work Management, a Beginner's Look
Jon Paris
  • LAB: Advanced ILE - Activation Groups
  • 'Printing' to the Web with RPG IV

Trevor Perry
  • Overcoming the Fear of Speaking

Dennis Schmidt
  • Designing Your User Interface

Becky Schmieding
  • PC5250 Printer Emulation – Basics

Jim Sloan
  • Open Query File

Frank Soltis
  • iSeries Future

Robert Tipton
  • Top 10 Mega-Issues in IT Today

Van Symons
  • Project eLiza – What Is It and How It Can Benefit

Larry Youngren
  • DB2 UDB: Introduction to Journaling
  • Striving for Optimal Journal Performance